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Arts organizations have faced a truly challenging and transformative
year. In response to the global pandemic, arts organizations have
had to be flexible in the ever-changing environment that has directly
impacted the ability for audiences to come together and celebrate
the arts. At the onset of shelter-in-place initiatives, MogoARTS made
a commitment to our partners to share tips, resources, and insights
on how the community is responding and even finding opportunities
for growth. 

We are excited to provide our partners with insights and support as
they plan for the future. During these uncertain times, it’s a perfect
moment to reflect on our commitment to be kind, generous, and
encouraging to help foster a message of hope. We know that we will
get through this together. The show must go on!

INTRODUCTION
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In response to the global COVID-19 pandemic, MogoARTS surveyed
over 300 arts organizations to better understand how they are
navigating planning and strategy for their business. As part of our
commitment to sharing and supporting the arts, this survey sheds
light on how live events are being impacted by this health crisis, but
also where many organizations are refocusing their efforts. 

Our compilation of the survey results highlights how arts
organizations are approaching their current challenges, including: 
 top concerns arts organizations are facing, when and how they will
return to the stage, what safety measures are being considered, as
well as the key areas of focus that will drive their business for the
year. This information will hopefully support and inspire you as you
continue planning within your own organization.

The challenges that the art community are most concerned
about 
When and how arts organizations are planning to return to
the stage
Safety measures that should be considered to make arts
patrons more likely to return to the venue
Top marketing initiatives arts organizations are focused on
including Google Grant, organic social, content, and virtual
events.

WHAT YOU 'LL  LEARN:

EXECUTIVE  SUMMARY
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This survey’s results and insights
were created to capture how arts
organizations are planning within
current health mandate restrictions. 

With the impact of COVID-19, many
of our partners have been
strategizing and contemplating how
they will be able to get back in front
of their audiences. MogoARTS
created this survey in hopes to share
how organizations are responding to
be able to understand how arts
organizations are thinking about the
year ahead and what changes their
organization can make for a stronger
future.  

This survey was sent to 314+ arts
organizations through email and
newsletter subscribers. It ran from
July 8 – 17, 2020 and contained a
total of 7 questions. To supplement
our report, we also leveraged other
3rd party arts survey results to help
provide additional insights and
recommendations.

BACKGROUND AND
METHODOLOGY

TRG Arts:
Arts and Culture Planning 2020
Comeback

TCG’s American Theater Magazine:
Nearly Two Thirds of U.S. Venues
Plan Fall 2020 Comeback, Study
Shows

American Marketing Association:
2nd Quarter Survey & 5 Marketing
Strategies – and Missed
Opportunities – During COVID-19

Audience View:
COVID-19 Impact Report
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https://trgartsresiliency.com/blog/arts-culture-planning-2020-comeback
https://www.americantheatre.org/2020/06/18/nearly-two-thirds-of-u-s-venues-plan-fall-2020-comeback-study-shows/
https://www.amanet.org/assets/1/6/COVID-19_Changing_the_Way_We_Work.pdf?mkt_tok=eyJpIjoiTnpNNU5qQmlaakUxWWpKaSIsInQiOiIzM3lRWGxweGh6WVNjeFVcLzJSRk81eWUrR3BQS1pMaGxZMWY4S2pwTXU5RmNYVGZDT2tMaUY0Q3BRNWF0ejBLY1ZmUnpUVkJuWmNcLzVtWjhYaFNpQzNcLzZxR1E3NEdON2pTNm9sMXFqak5mWUhvbEVRYzdEczB2RnpGZ2lPM0k1aCJ9
https://www.ama.org/marketing-news/5-marketing-opportunities-in-the-covid-19-era/
https://www.audienceview.com/download/covid-impact-report/


The key challenges facing arts
organizations in the face of the
pandemic is the uncertainty in which
live events will return, lost revenue, and
staff reductions. Each genre and
organization has different perspectives
on how they are navigating these
impacts to their business.

67.9% of arts organizations are looking
toward 2021 as a potential reopening
date for in-person events, while there is
still a large portion of organizations
unsure of when they will be back. 
The arts community is looking toward a
mix of health and safety procedures, 
alternative ways to deliver content
including virtual events, and utilizing
outdoor venues.

CHALLENGES

BRINGING ART TO
PATRONS

KEY LEARNINGS
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KEY LEARNINGS

Patrons are eager for clear health and safety
protocols before they feel comfortable going back to
live events. 
Key areas of focus for arts organizations should be
social distancing and prevention measures including
temperature checks, mandatory masks, and
availability of hand sanitizer.
In-person venues should consider socially distant
solutions to seating, crowd control for arrivals and
departures, and intermission traffic to washrooms
and concessions.

HEALTH & SAFETY

As organizations look forward to engaging with their
patrons, the key area of focus will include Google
Grant and organic outreach like email, social, and
through website content.
Most organizations report to be working on some type
of virtual event offering to deliver content to their
patrons and act as an additional revenue stream.
Reaching new audiences and growing CRMs are
another key area of focus for organizations looking to
strengthen their audience reach and database.
Dance/Ballets, Multi-Genre/Performing Arts Centers,
Orchestras/Symphonies, and Theaters continue to
focus on single ticket sales, donations, and
subscription sales for once in-person events return.

LOOKING FORWARD
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WHO RESPONDED

West
37%

South
25%

Central/Midwest
19%

East
19%

“We received a balanced
representation of

respondents from across
North America. We

categorized respondents
into 4 main regions: East,
South, Central/Midwest,

and West.

As for genres, Theaters and
Multi-Genre Performing Arts

Centers represent 74% of the
responders. The rest include

Dance/Ballet, Opera,
Orchestra/Symphony, & Other

represented Museums, Arts
Education Centers, and other
seasonal live events. We will

look more closely at both
regional and genre specific

responses within this report.

Theater
50%

Performing Arts Centers
24%

Dance/Ballet
10%

Orchestra/Symphony
7%

Opera
7%

Other
2%

GENRES

REGION
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CURRENT CHALLENGES

Not knowing when we can return to the stage: 23%
Revenue lost: 19%
Having to completely cancel performances: 10%
Reduced staff: 8%
Reduced seating capacity: 7%

When asked about their most immediate challenges these arts organizations are facing,
these are the top 5 responses:

“Honestly, every one of these is a
challenge for our organization this year

and they are intertwined, loss of revenue
due to social distancing means I have a
budget with fewer staff and much less
marketing. We have never done digital
streaming before – will people pay to

see our programming?”
- Anonymous Survey Response
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CURRENT CHALLENGES
CONTINUED
Along with their key challenges, budgets have also been impacted. 98.7% of the
responders anticipate that this will significantly impact their financials for the year. While
85% of organizations are forecasting that they will reduce their marketing investment by
at least 50%, over 23% saying they will not run paid media at all this year.

50% Decrease
39.1%

75% Decrease
33.3%

100% Decrease
11.5%

25% Decrease
8%

Other
4.6%
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THE SHOW MUST GO ON
Arts organizations are preparing for a
safe return to on-stage performances,
with more than 67.9% of respondents
planning to host audiences by early
2021. Along with those who are
planning their return, 16% of venues are
not sure when they will be back. TRG
results from early June, where 54% felt
their organization would reopen by
December. We believe this shift is in
response to the recent spike in COVID-
19 cases in early July.
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“We are just so uncertain about
the future. We have made no

announcements to our patrons as
yet. But we have surveyed them
about their comfort level. Given

the current spike in Florida and the
Unions’ indications of what it will

take to return to business as usual,
it looks less and less likely that we
will be able to gather an audience
– or actors – much before 2021."

- Anonymous Survey Response
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REOPENING BY REGION & GENRE
In order to really understand
how organizations like yours
are moving forward, we
looked more closely at
confidence by region and
genre. As per region, the
Central/Midwest region is the
most confident with 100%
reporting reopening by 2021
and 46% reporting opening
between August and
December.

This is a clear shift from the TRG results where the East and West coasts were more
confident about returning before 2021. 
As for genres, a majority of all arts genres are confident being back in 2021, while there
is still a large percentage of uncertainty across all genres.

NORTH AMERICA CLIENT
REGION

DANCE/
BALLET MULTI-GENRE OPERA ORCHESTRA/

SYMPHONY OTHER THEATER

Central/Midwest 100%

East 80%

South 86%

West 76%

% RETURN 
IN 2021

Virtual Events 
33%

Outdoor Venue
41%

Virtual Events
17%

Outdoor Venue
18%

Reducing number
of events/exhibits

57%

Reduced Seating
Capacity

26%

KEY
PRIORITY

No Seat Capacity
Change 

14%

Increasing
Performances

37.5%

Reducing
Performances 

9%

Mix of Live and
Virtual Events

15%

Mix of Live and
Virtual Events

52%

Mix of Live and
Virtual Events

14%

2ND
PRIORITY

*Percent as a representation of that whole genre
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Other
opportunities to

make patrons
more comfortable

to attend in-
person events

HEALTH AND SAFETY
As part of the strategy to be back in venue, arts organizations will have to adopt safety
protocols to help keep everyone healthy. In a report from AudienceView, they surveyed
over 5,000 arts patrons to better understand their comfort level and expectations
around health and safety standards.

Around 60% of patrons report that social
distancing and prevention measures like
temperature checks, mandatory masks and
availability of hand sanitizer make them the
most comfortable to return to live events.
While patrons report by social distancing
only they are 45% more comfortable
returning to in-person events.

Arts organizations are going to have to build
out a health and safety strategy that not
only adheres to their state and community
policies but also tailored to their audience.
Once those policies are in place, sharing
them with your patrons will become critical
to successfully reopening.

Sitting Beside (a) Stranger(s): 85%
Not Comfortable
Arrivals & Departures: 85% Not
Comfortable
Entering & Exiting from your Seat:
83% Not Comfortable
Washrooms: 79% Not Comfortable
Coat Check Lines: 62% Not
Comfortable
Food & Beverage Stations: 58%
Not Comfortable
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LOOKING FORWARD
With the uncertainty of what this year
will look like, arts organizations are
focusing on some key areas to stay
engaged with their patrons and to
drive revenue for their organization.

Maximizing Google Grant
Supporting Single Ticket Sales via
Paid Media
Virtual Event Attendance
No Paid Media, but Organic Media
Focus
Identifying New Audiences

These are the Top 5 Answers Overall
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LOOKING FORWARD CONTINUED
To better understand the top priorities for each organization, looking at the genre
specific areas of focus can help inform discussions or help set your priorities.

DANCE/
BALLET

No Paid Media 
22.2%

Leveraging Google
Grant
22%

Donation with Paid Media
Support

13%

THEATER
Leveraging Google

Grant
16%

Single Ticket Sales
17%

Subscription Sales
13%

OPERA Virtual Events 
21%

Growing CRM
14%

Identifying & Expanding
with New Audiences

21.2%

ORCHESTRA/
SYMPHONY

Donation with Paid Media
Support

15%

Growing CRM
23%

Identifying & Expanding
with New Audiences

31%

MULTI-GENRE Virtual Events 
16%

Leveraging Google Grant
14%

Single Ticket Sales 
19%

OTHER Virtual Events
15%

Identifying & Expanding
with New Audiences

16%

Growing CRM
33%

1ST PRIORITY 2ND PRIORITY 3RD PRIORITY

*Percent as a representation of that whole genre
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LOOKING FORWARD CONTINUED

Maximizing free and organic
channels
Virtual Events
Growing CRMs
Expanding your Audience
Some Single Ticket, Donation, &
Subscription Sales

Here are the top
engagement and revenue

driving priorities arts
organizations are focused

on currently.
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The impact of the global pandemic has
deeply impacted the arts.  This has
challenged organizations to react quickly to
changing environments, make very
challenging business decisions, and look
for ways to innovate.   

Within the report, challenges around
planning with an uncertain future, returning
to the stage, and health and safety
concerns for their patrons have had the
greatest impact. However, many
organizations are focusing on what they
can control like maximizing their  google
grant and organic social, CRM growth,
content development, and virtual events.

For further discussion around how arts
organizations are managing during this
time, please take a look at our Arts
Innovation Webinar Series, where we host
conversations with organizations who are
working through strategies to help bring
the arts to their patrons.  

While the challenges are vast, the silver
lining is that the show will go on.

CONCLUSION
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https://youtu.be/FoYVHrn1Tsg

